Photonic crystal waveguides and metallic subwavelength apertures are promising tools for light manipulation. It is possible to obtain enhanced directional beams by using these structures via coupling to surface waves. In addition, these apertures can be designed to steer such directional beams by introducing asymmetrical gratings on the output surface. In the present paper, we report directional yet off-axis beaming from subwavelength apertures at microwave frequencies. The full width at half maximum of the beam is 10°while the beaming angle is 15°. Our results show that it is possible to steer the beam by the appropriate modification of the output surface. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2990063͔
Manipulation of light within very small volumes is very important for technological applications.
1 Photonic crystal ͑PC͒ waveguides and metallic subwavelength apertures are promising tools for this purpose. However, there are two main constraints for subwavelength apertures: poor transmission and diffraction. It is possible to overcome these limitations by changing the surface of the apertures. Although electromagnetic ͑EM͒ waves transmitted from a subwavelength aperture diffract in all directions, a metallic aperture surrounded with periodic grooves can enhance transmission and channel the beam into a narrow spatial region. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Similarly, one would be able to obtain an enhanced as well as a directional beam from a subwavelength PC waveguide with an interface layer. [9] [10] [11] The enhanced beam from these apertures is directed in the propagation direction. 12 However, it is also important to change the beam angle. Recently, it has been shown that steering a beam is possible by designing the periods asymmetrically on different sides of the aperture. [13] [14] [15] In the present paper, we investigated off-axis beaming from both a metallic subwavelength aperture and PC waveguide in the microwave regime. The output surfaces are designed asymmetrically to steer the beaming angle.
Surface waves or surface plasmons ͑SPs͒ are the collective longitudinal excitation of electrons. Since SPs have a longer wavelength than light, one way to excite SPs is to have periodic structures on the surface to satisfy the energy and momentum conservation. 16 At microwave frequencies metals have skin depth approaching to zero and thus behave as perfect electric conductor. Perfect electric conductors do not support SPs anyhow. The existence of SPs at corrugated perfect metal surfaces is due to the corrugation, and therefore, they are frequently referred to as "spoof" SPs 17 or "designer" SPs. 18 Therefore, we dressed the input surface of our metallic ͑Al͒ subwavelength ͑ / 10͒ structure with periodic grooves ͑Fig. 1͒. We have chosen p-polarization because spoof SPs, just like natural SPs, do not exist for s-polarized incident waves. 19 The period of the input grooves is 16 mm, which possesses SP resonance at 14.5 GHz. 20 While the input surface gratings allow for coupling to SP, the output surface affects the beam shape. The beam diffracts if no periodic structures are on the output surface. On the other hand, beaming occurs when the output side of the subwavelength aperture has periodic grooves. 3 In order to change the beaming angle or, in other words, to steer the beam, we have to redesign the output surface grooves. We changed the periods of the grooves on different sides of the aperture. One of the sides has a smaller period ͑14 mm͒ while the other side has a longer period ͑22 mm͒ than the input side.
a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic addresses: caglay@bilkent.edu.tr and caglayan@fen.bilkent.edu.tr. The outsurface has different grating periods ͑a =14 mm and c =22 mm͒. The height of the structure is 30 cm ͑Ϸ15͒, which is enough for practical purposes; the system behaves as having infinite height in the normal to the plane of the experimental setup. The experimental setup consists of a Hewlett Packard 8510C network analyzer and two standard-gain horn antennae in order to measure the transmission amplitude. The radiation is normally incident upon the sample from 15 cm by the source antenna. The receiver antenna was placed 100 cm ͑Ϸ50͒ away from the sample's back face and was connected to a rotating arm in order to measure the angular dependence of the radiation.
The experimental setup consisted of an HP 8510C network analyzer and two standard-gain horn antennae in order to measure the transmission amplitude. Radiation was normally incident upon the sample from 15 cm by a source antenna. The receiver antenna was 100 cm away from the sample ͑Fig. 1͒. Measurements were performed in the microwave spectrum of 10-18 GHz, corresponding to a wavelength region of 16.7-30 mm. The measured angular distribution of the transmission from the subwavelength aperture at 14.5 GHz ͑20.7 mm͒ is shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . We observed off-axis directional beaming with a full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of 10°and a beaming angle of 15°. Beaming angle is the angle between the exit beam and the waveguide channel. The finite difference time domain ͑FDTD͒ ͑Ref. 21͒ calculations are in agreement with the experiment. Figure  2͑b͒ shows the angular distribution for SP resonance frequency and frequencies away from the resonance. The beaming could not be observed for the frequencies away from the existence of SP.
When a p-polarized EM wave, which is incident to the metallic surface induced surface waves, flows through the aperture via grating, diffraction beaming phenomena occur. The SP dispersion relation and grating equation state that
where k sp is the wave vector of SP, k 0ʈ is the portion of the incident wave vector that is in the plane of the metal, N is an integer, and k g =2 / g is the grating wave vector where g is the grating period.
The possibility to have steered beaming is a combinatory result of the generalized form for the conservation of the parallel component of the wave vector at the interface of a periodic medium and the finite angle span of the source. Finite width sources are never perfectly collimated. Thus, the input beam has a small angular span that gives k inʈ = Ϯ k 0ʈ , which is small yet nonzero. The existence of this small k 0ʈ is necessary to obtain the steered beaming phenomenon. This is because if k inʈ = 0, it would be impossible to satisfy k ʈout ͑ 0͒ = k sp + k g = k inʈ = 0. At the interface of a homogeneous medium the parallel component of the wave vector is conserved ͑k inʈ = k outʈ ͒. At the interface of a periodic medium the parallel component of the wave vector is conserved within a reciprocal lattice vector corresponding to the periodicity of the surface ͑k inʈ = k outʈ + Nk g ͒. The demonstrated steered beaming ͑beaming angle different than zero͒ is always an umklapp
FIG. 3. ͑Color online͒ Calculated E-field and far field for subwavelength apertures with an input side grating period of 16 mm. ͑a͒ The projected direction of the diffracted beam is toward the waveguide channel for a structure with an output surface grating period of 14 mm. ͑b͒ The projected direction of the diffracted beam is away from the waveguide channel for a structure with an output surface grating period of 22 mm. ͑c͒ The off-axis beam was achieved with the combination of these structures ͑output surface gratings are 14 and 22 mm on the different sides of the aperture͒. The sign convention of the diffracted angles is also shown for every structure. process, i.e., a process with, and in particular, an umklapp process with N = Ϯ 1. The beaming angle would be restricted by the angle span of the source. When the grating vector k g is larger than k sp , the in-plane component k 0ʈ is negative. Therefore, the projected direction of the diffracted beam is toward the waveguide channel since the grating vector k g is smaller than k sp ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒. On the other hand, when the grating vector k g is larger than k sp , the beaming angle is away from the waveguide channel ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. The combinations of these grating vectors on the different sides of the subwavelength aperture will possess offaxis beaming ͓Fig. 3͑c͔͒.
PCs possess a rather different structure and properties than subwavelength metallic apertures. However, a metallic surface and the surface of a corrugated PC have in common the fact that both surfaces can support surface propagating EM waves. 22 Therefore, it is possible to use a PC waveguide for similar applications via exciting the surface modes. The finite size PC can support three types of modes: 23 ͑1͒ mode decays in the air but extends in the PC, ͑2͒ mode extends in the air but decays in the PC, and ͑3͒ mode extends in the air and in the PC. The intensity profiles of these modes, which are calculated using plane wave expansion method, 24 are shown in Figs. 4͑a͒-4͑c͒ . In addition to these modes, it is also possible to obtain one more mode by the modification of the interface layer. This mode decays both in air and in the PC; it is localized at the modified interface layer ͓Fig. 4͑d͔͒. However, these modes have real wave vectors parallel to the PC surface. As a result, these modes are surface propagating waves.
The PC that was used in the present paper was a twodimensional ͑2D͒ PC constructed from an 11 layer square array of circular dielectric rods along the propagation direction. The separation between the center of the rods along the lattice of the vectors was a = 11 mm. The radius of the alumina rods was 1.55 mm and the dielectric constant of the alumina was 9.61. This PC has a band gap between 8.7 and 13.2 GHz. In order to obtain a line defect that is similar to a subwavelength aperture, one line of the PC is removed. One layer of rods with a radius of 0.76 mm is added to this PC waveguide to take advantage of the surface propagating modes ͑Fig. 5͒. Since the excited surface modes are evanescent and cannot couple to the radiating modes of the free space, an extra layer ͑gratinglike layer͒ is needed in front of the modified layer of the PC.
The gratinglike layer is identical to the gratings on the output surface of the metallic structures. The EM waves throughout the waveguide diffract from this layer. The momentum of the periodic corrugation surface waves and the angle span of the finite source define the beaming angle. Therefore, to steer the beaming angle period of the gratinglike layer, the different sides of the waveguide have to be different. In the present paper, we designed the grating periods as 22 and 33 mm. FDTD calculations of the transmission
͑Color online͒ Electric field intensity profiles of the modes supported by the finite size PC: ͑a͒ mode decays in the air but extends in the PC, ͑b͒ mode extends in the air but decays in the PC, and ͑c͒ mode extends in the air and in the PC. ͑d͒ Surface mode: decays both in the air and in the PC; it is localized at the modified interface layer. These field profiles are calculated by using the plane wave expansion method.
FIG. 5. ͑Color online͒ The 2D PC is constructed from a 43ϫ 11 square array of circular alumina rods ͑indicated as green dots͒. The crystal is 11 layers along the propagation direction. The radius of the rods is 1.55 mm and the dielectric constant of the alumina is 9.61. The separation between the center of the rods along the lattice of the vectors is a = 11 mm. This PC has a band gap of between 8.7 and 13.2 GHz. The radius of the rods in the modified layer ͑indicated as red dots͒ is half of the regular rods ͑0.76 mm͒. This layer creates surface propagating modes in the band gap. The rods in the gratinglike layer have equal radii of the bulk PC rods. The asymmetric gratinglike layer has a double period ͑22 mm͒ on one side and a triple period ͑33 mm͒ on the other side of the PC waveguide. from this PC waveguide exhibit off-axis beaming around 11 GHz ͑Fig. 6͒. We used the same simulation tools and experimental setup for this part as in the metallic structures, but we used s-polarization ͑E-field is parallel to the rods͒. The FWHM of the beam is 10°with a beaming angle of 15°at 11 GHz ͑27 mm͒. This is in good agreement with the calculations ͑Fig. 7͒. The beam is steered by arranging grating periods asymmetrically.
In conclusion, it is possible to change the beam by using subwavelength metallic apertures and a PC waveguide via coupling to the surface waves. The gratings have to be arranged asymmetrically in order to steer the beam. We observed a beaming angle of 15°with a FWHM of 10°. The momentum of the periodic corrugation surface waves and the angle span of the finite source define the beaming angle. Our results show that it is possible to steer the beam by the appropriate modification of the output surface. This work is supported by the European Union under the projects EU-METAMORPHOSE, EU-PHOREMOST, EU-PHOME, EU-ECONAM, and TUBITAK under Project Nos. 105E066, 105A005, 106E198, 106A017, and 107A012. One of the authors ͑E.O.͒ also acknowledges partial support from the Turkish Academy of Sciences. 
